inside the design studio with mikyoung kim design

PRESENTERS

Mikyoung Kim, ASLA is a Boston based Landscape Architect. Her international award winning projects will be discussed with a focus on the firm’s unique design process and the way in which innovative strategies of construction and reclamation inform the work of MYKD.

Bill Madden, ASLA is a senior associate at MYKD and will discuss the challenges in developing material innovation and hands on fabrication as they are integrated into the firm’s site work.

MODERATOR

Tom Oslund, ASLA, Oslund and Associates

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Discuss material innovations and the process of construction with challenging sites and materials. Case studies show the process of constructing complex projects with unique requirements.

2. Share the process of infusing kinesthetic design objectives into the landscape experience. Site scoring strategies to understand programming opportunities

3. Discuss the use of reclaimed materials with historical significance and ways that brings resonance to the landscape experience. Case studies to describe the process of locating and crafting regional materials.

4. Design process that responds to local cultural needs while defining innovative design strategies

CASE STUDIES

Crown Sky Garden, Ann and Robert H. Lurie Childrens Hospital, Chicago, IL
Rogers Environmental Magnet School. Stamford, CT
Farrar Pond Residence. Lincoln, MA
Source Point Park, ChonGae River Restoration, Seoul, Korea
Exhale Project, 140 West Plaza, Chapel Hill, North Carolina